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Abstract. This paper describes scientific data discovery
for the earth sciences in the context of data Grids and
Grid computing. Requirements and use cases illustrate
current challenges due to size, distribution, and minimal
annotation of data. Semantics and the characterization
of provenance in large data archives are discussed. The
targeted community of users is also discussed. Solutions
implemented by the Earth System Grid and the National
Environment Research Council Data Grid include a pro-
totype ontology, metadata schemas, search mechanisms,
and discovery architectures. The use of Semantic Web
technologies has facilitated the development of meaning-
ful annotations of data content and opened the door to
data discovery in federated systems.
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Abbreviations

CCLRC, (UK) Council for the Central Laboratory of the
Research Councils; ESG (US) Earth System Grid [1];
FGDC, (US) Federal Geographic Data Committee [2];
ISO, International Standards Organization; NASA, (US)
National Aeronautics and Space Administration; NERC
(UK) National Environment Research Council; NDG,
(UK) NERC Data Grid; OWL, Web Ontology Language;
RDF, Resource Description Framework; XML, Exten-
sible Mark-up Language; WSDL, Web Service Definition
Language; OWL, RDF, WSDL, XML areW3C candidate
recommendations or standards [3].

1 Introduction and background

In emerging Grids and Grid computing [4], shared, dis-
tributed, and heterogeneous computing and data re-

sources enable scientific advancement through collabora-
tive research and collaboratories. One goal is to provide
scientists with seamless, reliable, secure, and inexpensive
access to resources typically out of reach for many [5].
The management of these resources is complex, time con-
suming, and not subject to centralized control. In data-
intensive scientific domains, such as the earth sciences,
high-energy physics, and astronomy, many terabytes
of data are being acquired from simulations performed
on supercomputers and from experiments/observations
across the nation and abroad. Helping scientists to ef-
ficiently search and retrieve information, manage data,
record observations, and generally perform logistics tasks
associated with the pursuit of science is crucial due to the
increasing volume of data produced in these domains.
The Earth System Grid is developing a virtual collab-

orative environment based on Grid technologies to facil-
itate analyzing the impacts of global climate change at
national laboratories, universities, and other laboratories
(Fig. 1). ESG is a project of the US Department of En-
ergy Scientific Discovery through Advanced Computing
program. ESG provides access to data produced by earth
and climate science simulations through a Web portal.
Climate scientists and researchers utilize distributed re-
sources to discover, access, select, and analyzemodel data
produced by simulation runs and stored in large archives.
Semantic Web technologies may prove useful for smarter
and more flexible tools to address the real-life challenges
encountered in scientific data management.
ESG is also pursuing collaboration with the British

NERCDataGrid (NDG) andCCLRC [6]. CCLRC’sman-
date includes several sciences. The NDG project is moti-
vated by a broadly similar aim to ESG – the need for end-
user scientists to seamlessly search for and access a wide
variety of earth-sciences-related data. In both ESG and
NDG, discovery and access extend across multiple geo-
graphic locations and administrative domains, including
theNationalCenter forAtmosphericResearch and theDe-
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Fig. 1. ESG overview

partment of Energy laboratories in the US and the NERC
“DesignatedDataCentres” in theUK. Some requirements
and architecture design are also similar. CCLRC and ESG
plan to leverage tools from each other.
This paper presents challenges for searching and re-

trieving scientific information and solutions implemented
by ESG and NDG using metadata services. Challenges
posed by the provenance of datasets and federation of
services between projects increase in distributed data
Grids with choice of resources (storage sites, catalogs,
and servers) and sizes and multiplicity of users, and these
challenges are addressed. Scientific users’ needs to locate
files prior to downloading, based on content, stored in
geographically distributed archives, provenance, and the
role of ontologies in scientific Grids are of particular rel-
evance to the Semantic Web and are discussed here. The
paper also discusses a prototype ESG ontology, metadata
services and schemas, and the ESG computer architec-
ture and proposes directions for incorporating more se-
mantics. Security, data transfer, and Web portal design
are not within the scope of this paper.

2 Data discovery

2.1 Requirements

User requirements were established by close collabora-
tion between computer scientists and domain experts.

Tracing provenance [7], a concept that loosely describes
where a file comes from and what transformations it went
through, becomes crucial. It may include names and ver-
sions of simulation models, resources used in production,
computers where models are run, and/or names of fund-
ing agencies. Searches are expected to point to datasets
based on search criteria such as date and time coverage,
presence of variables, type of simulation models, creators
of datasets, and related datasets. Access through a single
point of entry from a scientist’s desktop is required.
ESG users are climate scientists at national laborato-

ries, other government agencies, and universities around
the country and abroad and are in fields such as climate
science, oceanography, land surface, sun-earth interac-
tions, and other disciplines included in the NASA Global
Change Master Directory [8]. Earth scientists providing
expertise for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), the architects of the Kyoto treaty, are
a main target user group. A motivation for the develop-
ment of ESG is to improve access to online resources and
community data for users who lack awareness of what is
available. Users need to move very large datasets between
sites that have sufficient computing power and simula-
tion software to run the models for analysis. Data transfer
must also be seamlessly initiated from a desktop ma-
chine, often through a site other than the user’s home
site and the location where the simulation was run. This
occurs when users have access to a variety of remote su-
percomputing resources on which they perform analysis.
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Because of the size of datasets and, therefore, the length
of the transfer, scientists want to know the “content” of
a dataset before deciding to transfer. Others want to store
their data in the archives and make it available to the
community. Another advantage of ESG is that it avoids
duplication such as reprocessing simulations several times
by different users because they do not know that an ex-
isting model and results already exist. The importance of
avoiding reprocessing comes from the fact that these sim-
ulations may run for one to several weeks and consume
many computational resources and man/hours.
NDG Data Providers maintain data holdings under

separate administrative and policy domains. These in-
clude, for instance, the holdings curated by the British
Atmospheric Data Centre and British Oceanographic
Data Centre. Users must be able to search across a num-
ber of conceptual dimensions associated with earth sci-
ence data (Fig. 2); for example, rainfall measurements
from ground-based weather radar (data production tool),
or for ozone mass-mixing ratio from the ERA40 reanal-
ysis (data activity), or for current mooring data (obser-
vation station type) in the Pentland Firth. Filtering on

Fig. 2. Conceptual dimensions required by NDG

physical parameter and location (temporal and spatial) is
also required.
ESG data are binary data obtained only by running

climate simulation models (processed data). ESG is not
currently expected to manipulate raw data from obser-
vation stations. Processed data are used to create new
models with the effect that at the end of a chain, it
may be difficult to determine which analyses a dataset
went through. Some datasets are linked to each other
by model configurations, parameter variations, and (ge-
ographic and atmospheric) Grids, and some datasets are
part of collections or ensembles. Current practice in this
area depends heavily on the involvement of particular
individuals (calculation managers) for the discovery of
available data. Data sizes already are barely manageable,
and data loss will occur if discovery mechanisms are not
soon and greatly improved, i.e., the data exist somewhere
but cannot be found. As of July 2003, the estimated total
volume of data to be created by running the necessary
simulations for the next round of IPCC studies is 18.91
terabytes, corresponding to 3230 model years distributed
over three storage sites as follows:
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– National Center for Atmospheric Research, 530 model
years, 8.961 terabytes;
– Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 600 model
years, 3.514 terabytes;
– Oak Ridge National Laboratory; 1100 model years,
6.443 terabytes.

As well as simulated data produced by state-of-the-
art numerical models, NDG needs to facilitate access to
observational data (including remote-sensing imagery).
These data are often complex and irregular and have
rich and important semantics of their own (e.g., a single
marine conductivity-temperature-depth profile measur-
ing temperature and salinity of seawater with depth may
be part of a longer hydrographic section, and the data
may be combined with those collected from another “un-
derway” instrument to build a detailed picture of synop-
tic upper-ocean temperature structure.) The richness of
data types being supported in NDG indicates the need for
a data model with semantics. Requirements capture indi-
cated also the need for individual research groups to be
able to share their data by registering in the NDG infras-
tructure. A number of datasets (and metadata in some
cases) have restricted access, and so security is a funda-
mental concern.

2.2 Search and retrieval use cases

The search and retrieval of datasets generated by earth
science simulations and observations are a primary func-
tionality of ESG and NDG. The ability to locate and
obtain datasets as easily and seamlessly as possible is
crucial to climate and other scientists who handle large
files. The time currently needed for locating a file must be
shortened and the human input automated. Search and
retrieval are based on metadata schemas. Fine granular-
ity in the representation of users and actions is essential
for the usability of schemas.
Five information retrieval scenarios were designed for

ESG.

1. A user browses dataset catalogs and wants to know
details related to simulation model configuration,
variables contained, and years of coverage, for some
datasets without downloading them.

2. A computer application creates the necessary meta-
data as datasets are produced. The application creates
the new metadata file, uniquely identifying the data
according to metadata.

3. A data manager searches for datasets he registered
and stored last year.

4. A scientist wants to revisit datasets she grouped in one
view.

More complex searches are envisioned. These include:

1. Identifying datasets containing a given variable across
datasets with unrelated schemas;

2. Returning slices of data for files containing the vari-
ables “wind” and “temperature” at particular geospa-

tial coordinates. Slices of data would return only the
“piece” of a dataset containing the above variables,
not the whole dataset containing them with irrelevant
information to the particular experiment;

3. Returning the datasets above from data archives held
in repositories. Ideal cataloging and discovery scenar-
ios for climate scientists include the automatic gener-
ation of metadata catalogs, transparent access regard-
less of archive location, searches allowing discovery
throughmultiple catalogs based on different metadata
schemas, and the extensibility of these catalogs.

In practice, requirements for ESG metadata services
include:

– Model run descriptions (including input scenarios and
input data), model configuration information, and
model components (atmosphere, ice, ocean);
– Input datasets;
– Pointers to documentation;
– Sites where simulation takes place and the models are
run; and
– People who carried out the model integration and sub-
mission to archives.

The ability to capture relationships that link datasets in
ways such as “parent,” “child,” and “sibling” was also im-
portant.
Requirements analysis indicated the need for NDG to

provide search facilities across standards-based metadata
schema (such as the Dublin Core [9], FGDC, ISO 19115,
and the GEO profile of the Z39.50 protocol). Thus map-
pings are being made from the NDG schema, and these
standard formats will be supported through a metadata
export interface.

3 The need for semantics

For information discovery, the Semantic Web may serve
loosely defined communities formed by the nature and at
the moment of their search. For instance, a Web user may
search for an ontology needed to construct a Web page
(this would define her as belonging to one community).
Another classic example is when this user searches travel
information and reservations in a search powered by com-
poseable Web services based on semantics. This need
places her in another community (travelers). By contrast,
scientific communities tend to be relatively small (i.e.,
not all the people looking for travel arrangements) and
narrowly defined by domain expertise when compared to
the Web communities mentioned above. They exist prior
to and independently of a request for information and
are much more persistent. The emerging challenges of
science require team efforts, interdisciplinary collabora-
tions between geographically disperse groups, and shar-
ing limited resources such as supercomputers and large
instruments. Integrated computer applications and sin-
gle point of entry through multipurpose portals accessed
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from a desktop are also crucial. Although this commu-
nity may be more precisely defined, their needs are more
daunting.
Metadata for scientific information are any informa-

tion scientists may need for making decisions about an-
alysis, studying the production of data, and detailing ac-
tions and results in publications. Here, metadata refer to
the list of objects and the object schema that contain
all available description items for given data. A meta-
data instance refers to the schema item used for a par-
ticular dataset and its associated value. For instance,
“simulation name” is a metadata item, while “Parallel
Climate Model B04” is the metadata instance for dataset
X. Provenance information may be represented in one or
several metadata items.
Provenance of a dataset is known in an ad hoc fash-

ion sometimes held in a scientist’s and/or the archive
administrator’s head. This information has always been
important and available from multiple sources, includ-
ing personal files, lab notebooks, heterogeneous online
sources, and human memory. Information about the de-
sign of an experiment, experimental conditions, and re-
sults may be contained in a published paper. Information
about the data such as their time periods, versions, and
variables may be stored with binary data, so that the
only access is by transfer and examining file content. Lists
of datasets may be contained in electronic catalogs with
little known information beyond the filename. Scientists
typically know what to expect from a simulation model
and trust known simulation data producers. They rely
on memory and publications for the characteristics of the
data. However, this method is no longer practical and
reliable due to the size and multiplication of simulation
datasets produced on the newest supercomputers.
From a data perspective, Grid tools such as the

service-oriented Globus Toolkit [10] have emphasized op-
erations such as high-speed and secure transfer to and
from distributed mass storage. Metadata for Grid data
are often implicit, and sometimes used within a Grid
service, but not described. This renders effective collabo-
ration and data sharing difficult. Some metadata schemas
are found in database tables and storage systems that
are not usually directly accessible to a scientific user and
may be of limited use for discovery purposes. This state
of things makes metadata difficult to access and compare.
Such metadata contain little semantics beyond an entity-
relationship model. At best, metadata are described and
available in XML with a data dictionary. Redundancy,
overlap, and gapsmay occur without the user being aware
of it, leading to interpretation errors. By expressing re-
lationships between metadata elements and increasing
interoperability between earth science metadata, ontolo-
gies attempt to remove some ambiguity. Adding support
to search mechanisms, content descriptions and all an-
notations that help characterize the data and computing
resources contained in metadata are becoming a major
focus of service frameworks such as OGSADAI [11].

A number of markup languages are being developed to
enable the description of data file contents. They are all
primarily syntactic in nature. The Earth Science Markup
Language (ESML) [23] provides a mechanism for de-
scribing the structural contents of various earth science
file formats (GRIB and HDF-EOS, as well as ASCII
and binary). ESML software libraries use such a descrip-
tion to enable access to the file’s data through a single
API. In a similar manner, the netCDF Markup Language
(NcML) [26] describes the contents of netCDF files. The
Data Format Description Language (DFDL) project [27]
is an ambitious attempt to develop a general-purpose
file description language. Semantic descriptions may be
layered on top of any of these file format description lan-
guages to facilitate the transition from data to informa-
tion. For example, semantic enhancements to ESML [24]
will enable file contents to be identified with terms from
a domain ontology (e.g., “latitude” or “time”). Semanti-
cally meaningful operations (such as “subsetting”) may
then be performed automatically. Recent GIS develop-
ments [25] start from a position of defining a priori im-
portant conceptual data types (called “feature types”).
Higher-level semantic services (e.g., coordinate trans-
formations) may then be invoked and chained together.
Applying this approach to earth science data requires
a mechanism for connecting legacy data files to seman-
tic feature instances. This is the approach adopted by
NDG [21].

4 Results

4.1 ESG and NDG semantics in practice

A prototype for an ESG ontology [12] was developed
using Protégé-2000 [13]. It specifies broad categories
for content information found in ESG and other Grid
projects. The ESG ontology contains the disjoint con-
cepts of Pedigree, Scientific Investigation, Datasets, Ser-
vice, Access, and Other (Fig. 3). The ESG Pedigree rep-
resents identity and line of ancestry (provenance) for
other entities in the ontology. Provenance may apply
to a dataset or an investigation. Using pedigree rela-
tionships, people and institutions are associated with
scientific investigations by roles such as PI or funding
agency and with datasets by roles such as data manager
or data publisher. Provenance is a subclass of Pedigree
and records names or IDs of datasets that served as in-
put or output for a particular simulation. Some pedigree
information uses the Dublin Core. A Scientific Inves-
tigation describes an activity that produces data such
as a simulation, an experiment, an observation, or an-
alysis and specifies all information that is pertinent to
data production. As ESG focuses on simulations, and
simulation slots in ESG describe model configuration, in-
put datasets, initial and boundary conditions and sites,
and machines where the simulation was run. Dataset
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Fig. 3. ESG prototype ontology classes

describes a container for data that may correspond to
a single data file, a collection of related data files, or a set
of entries in a database. ESG datasets have a format, tem-
poral and spatial coverage, a simulation calendar, and
parameters.
Two main relationships in the ESG ontology include

(Fig. 4):

Fig. 5. Provenance information for dataset JDL_00061

Fig. 4. Ontology relationships

– isPartOf: a dataset is part of an investigation.
– generatedBy: Dataset L is generated by Dataset P.

Thanks to Provenance and Scientific Investigation in-
formation, a user may trace the conditions under which
a particular dataset has been produced, including simu-
lation input datasets, simulation models, or the informa-
tion associated to a data producer (Fig. 5). Provenance
and Scientific Investigation may help build trust in data
and allow reuse of a larger number of datasets. Currently,
trust largely depends on one scientist knowing another
scientist, publications, and an institutional source, but
this information is not organized, recorded, and directly
accessible with datasets. Provenance information may
also be used for verification of one’s own data and models
by a scientist instead of performing frustrating searches in
old notes.
In the ESG prototype ontology (Fig. 3), a service is

a coherent functional capability that may be realized, for
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example, through an API or a Web service. It associates
earth science data formats with servers capable of deliv-
ering data in that format or processing including such
operations as subsetting in coordinate space, visualiza-
tion, and evaluating expressions. A service may be pro-
vided by several servers, and a single server may be able
to treat several types of formats. The Access entity of the
ontology describes which person, group, and computer
application is allowed to access ESG data using security
and authentication information. The Other entity repre-
sents (mostly) manual annotations, notes, and references.
The logical separation of ontology entities between

domain-specific metadata for ESG and what may be used
in other Grid projects has been a leading principle in
building the ESG prototype ontology (Fig. 3). Scientific
Investigation and Provenance may be domain-specific,
whereas specifying Access, Dataset, and Pedigree may
be common to several Grid projects. For instance, while
subclasses of Scientific Investigation, such as Experiment,
and Observation may apply to other Grid projects, Cam-
paign and Ensemble may not. Dataset metadata such as
associated project and dataset owner may be common
but not parameter metadata. As tools suitable for several
projects such as metadata catalog services and replica lo-
cation services (and their later incarnations in the Globus
Toolkit and OGSADAI) become more common, meta-
data schemas used by these tools may be reused to build

Fig. 6. ESG class diagram. (Courtesy of Bob Drach)

ontologies in other Grid projects. For instance, metadata
items suitable to describe “logistics” or “housecleaning
tasks” may be reusable.
For meaningful data use, NDG has constructed a data

model incorporating the following core data semantics:
“structure” (through nested hierarchies of multidimen-
sional arrays), location in time and space, and storage
descriptors (to enable encapsulation of file formats, stor-
age location, etc). Data access services leverage this data
model to virtualize data resources – a key pattern of Grid
computing. A simple example of such virtualization is
the ability to aggregate component model data files (e.g.,
along a spatial or temporal axis) into a larger logical ar-
ray. It also hides file format details, so those data stored in
NASA-Ames files, for instance, may be exposed in what-
ever format the user requires.

4.2 ESG schema

ESG developed its own XML metadata schema focusing
on earth sciences modeled data (Fig. 6). ESG evaluated
several existing data description solutions for use with
earth sciences data and found the following:

– The Dublin Core was not rich enough to support
scientific data because its primary purpose is to de-
scribe papers and electronic publications (such asWeb
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pages). It has been used for parts of the pedigree infor-
mation in other Grid projects.
– The ISO standards and those of the FGDC provied
too detailed for ESG purposes and timely implemen-
tation. There are 339 elements in the schema, with, for
example, 12 concepts alone for characterizing versions
of the metadata file [14].
– The Data Interchange Format (DIF) was the closest
to ESG needs, and future mappings between ESG and
DIF are expected based on user requests. The DIF-
controlled vocabulary focuses on representing experi-
mental and observational data, but model data are not
well represented. In particular, model configuration
andmodel run-time information are absent. Parent re-
lationships for characterizing ensemble runs exist but
do not permit sibling datasets.

4.3 Collections and File Names in the ESG schema

The ESG schema focuses on describing collections and
search and discovery of collections. A collection may be
formed by files, datasets, and/or other collections. A col-
lection is also a dataset described by its own metadata
instances. A group of datasets, each described with its
unique metadata instances, may be assembled in a col-
lection. Collections and the selection criteria vary. Cri-
teria for building collections include relations between
files such as parent, child, and sibling relationships, all
of which are allowed in the ESG schema. Siblings are
datasets with a common parent. Other relations between
files that are of interest to a user or collection builder may
also constitute criteria for inclusion. For instance, col-
lections may be based on multidimensional coordinates,
time-related coverage, or ensembles of model runs.
ESG uses logical filenames to reference datasets and

physical filenames to locate them. In ESG, filenames may
already indicate the name of the model, type of model
(e.g., atmosphere), and dataset format, but this content
description contained in filenames is limited. A query to
the ESG discovery services returns logical filenames ac-
cording to search criteria. The logical file may represent
a single file, a set of logically related files, or a dataset,
such as a collection. The logical filename of interest points
to a set of physical files, possibly in different archives. The
user then chooses a location from where to download the
file or collection (Fig. 7).

4.4 High-level architecture

The ESG data discovery and transfer is based on the
Open Grid Service Architecture [15]. It is component-
based with components distributed at various ESG sites
communicating through Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) for searches and metadata requests. Data trans-
fer and download use GridFTP [16]. Figure 8 presents
a high-level view of the discovery architecture in ESG.

Fig. 7. File name topology

A user submits a search to the ESG portal, which
transmits it to the underlying discovery service located
at the National Center for Atmospheric Research. This
service parses the query to be sent the Metadata Catalog
Service, which returns zero or several logical filenames to
the Discovery Service. Metadata associated to each logi-
cal name is also returned to the portal. Logical filenames
are sent to the Replica Location Service, which returns
to the portal physical filenames and a Universal Resource
Locator (URL) for the files corresponding to the logical
filename. The user may chose to download some files. At
the time of this writing the Metadata Catalog Service is
being migrated to the Open Grid Services Architecture
Data Access and Integration (OGSADAI), a Grid service
standard from the Global Grid Forum.

4.5 NDG solutions

NDGDataProvidersmaintain detailedmetadata for their
datasets, compliant with an NDG metadata schema [20].
Tools will be developed to facilitate metadata creation
andmanagement. Discovery-levelmetadata (Dublin Core
and FGDC DIF) is generated by data providers as a sum-
mary transformation from the detailed metadata and
harvested by one or more discovery services. In this way,
individual data catalogs may be federated and searched
centrally. The protocols of the Open Archives Initia-
tive [17] are used for metadata harvesting. An NDG au-
thenticated user may then search discoverymetadata and
browse detailed metadata and browse or download data
to which they have access. Data delivery services use the
NDG data model [21] as a means of encapsulating storage
details.
The NDG metadata schema includes the following

high-level entities: data activity (e.g., funded project,
field campaign, reference simulation), data production
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Fig. 8. ESG discovery architecture

tool (e.g., instrument, model), and observation station
type (land station, mooring, aircraft, ship, etc.). Rela-
tionships between these core entities enable searches to be
carried out across these dimensions. A taxonomy of meta-
data in NDG has been described by Lawrence et al. [22].

5 Discussion

The services powering the portal must allow a scientific
user to perform, with a few clicks, operations across a very
large amount of distributed data. It is not acceptable,
for instance, that the user repeats searches across collec-
tions, storage sites, and model families to find suitable
datasets. Given the restricted user community and the
specificity of the data, it was practical to develop a meta-
data schema for ESG. The ESG prototype ontology has
provided a framework for developing the ESG schema,
highlighting the concepts of provenance and scientific in-
vestigation, expressing relationships such is PartOf and
GeneratedBy, and separating domain-specific concepts
from more general ones. The iterative work of detailed
concept definitions and the rigor needed for specifying re-
lationships between entities required in ontology author-
ing have served well to improve the schema.
ESG metadata are only partially based on semantics,

and one challenge for ontology efforts is to devise mech-
anisms for interoperability with other schemas. One pos-
sible solution would be to choose existing suitable ontolo-
gies and provide mappings between the ESG schema and
these ontologies. The NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory

earth sciences ontologies are under consideration for this
purpose. Mappings will require that the ESG schema be
represented in OWL, the W3C candidate standard lan-
guage for ontologies. It is expected that challenges will
arise in mappings related to time (simulation coverage,
calendars) and spatial representation as geospatial Grids
have numerous dimensions.
Semantics in NDG are relevant at three levels: meta-

data (for search and discovery), data (for virtualization),
and services (for orchestration). The NDG metadata
schema itself attempts to incorporate limited semantics.
Relationships between the core entities (data activity,
production tool, observation station) enable searches to
cross these dimensions in a meaningful manner. Inter-
operability initially will be supported through export of
metadata in standards-compliant formats (DIF, FGDC,
ISO 19115, etc.). A longer-term plan to explore ontology-
based interoperability will develop semantic mappings to
other metadata models (ESG for instance).
In ESG, searches are more focused since the items

satisfying search criteria are relatively few (compared to
a Web search). An ESG search is more akin to a di-
rectory search than to a keyword search. However, the
multiplicity of catalogs, their size, the volume of data in-
dexed, the lack of information describing datasets and
their content, and the hierarchy systems used by catalog
implementations required solutions that benefited from
Semantic Web technologies. The ESG prototype ontol-
ogy attempts to clarify relationships between datasets,
scientific investigation, and data pedigree for the ESG
metadata schema. ESGmetadata services do not play the
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role of a service broker or coordinator for the ESG Logi-
cal Metadata Catalog Service and the Physical Filename
Service.
Not all metadata are used for discovery purposes.

Only the simulation object is currently exposed to (free-
text) searches. Keyword searches may return a schema
element name or a value for an element without distin-
guishing them. For instance, a search on “ocean” may
return a dataset where ocean is mentioned in a note or
is a type of simulation model. XML does not allow dir-
ect encoding of items in a set so that an ESG dataset

Fig. 9. a Dataset instance representation with parameters bounds_latitude and temperature in daml.
b Dataset instance representation with parameters bounds_latitude and temperature in owl

metadata instance is linked to a parameter list but not
to items in the list. Searches on parameters that would
return datasets containing these parameters are not cur-
rently implemented. A possible design for implement-
ing parameter searches would include migrating relevant
parts of the ESG schema to a new ontology and repre-
sent it in a language that permits searches on items in
a set. Figure 9 show a representation of dataset instances
in DAML and OWL. PCM.B06.10.dataset1 has param-
eters bounds_latitude and cloud_medium (Fig. 9a), and
PCM.B06.10.dataset2 has parameters bounds_latitude
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and temperature (Fig. 9b). Figures 9a and b were created
with OilEd 3.5 [18].
Two key ESG contributions toward discovery services

are the representation of collections of datasets and the
implementation of logical and physical filenames. The
benefit is the creation of a “virtual” dataset with its own
unique metadata instance, such as for collections. Meta-
data are unique for a logical file but apply to all the phys-
ical files pointed at by a logical filename. Metadata and
logical filenames are kept in the Metadata Catalog Ser-
vice (Fig. 8), and target locations of a physical file are
kept in the Replica Location Service, a separate catalog
(Fig. 8), permitting the metadata to be easily browsed
and searched independently of the physical files.
Metadata important for both projects appear similar

in content, but the paradigms under which they are or-
ganized have both gaps and overlaps. Federating schemas
and sharing tools appear nontrivial. The ESG and NDG
schemas describe entities directly related to the earth
sciences domain, but pedigree classes are part of the
ESG schema and belong to several schemas (NDG and
CCLRC) in the UK system.
ESG metadata services are compliant with the Open

Grid Service Infrastructure, where a Grid service instance
is a (potentially transient) service that conforms to a set
of conventions for such purposes as lifetime manage-
ment, discovery of characteristics, notifications, and so
forth [19]. Services in ESG cannot be composed as they
would be according to the Semantic Web vision. Several
predefined workflows are possible in the ESG architec-
ture, but choices based on user preferences are not fully
automated and workflows are currently hard-wired. Peer-
to-peer interaction cannot be negotiated based on data
content and rules as in some agent-based systems.
NDG is committed to a standards-based approach as

far as possible. The ISO Technical Committee 211 is de-
veloping a range of standards for geographic information.
Under this program, semantic data models are developed
for a range of data types [ISO 19103, ISO 19109] and cat-
aloged for reuse in endorsed registries (“feature-type cat-
alogs”) [ISO 19110]. With respect to this program, the
NDG data model may be considered an abstract feature
type. Specialization will be undertaken as a community
exercise. In addition, the emergence of standards-based
registries will provide a core resource on which to develop
ontology-based semantic mappings.
NDG service-level semantics are built from the seman-

tic data model. Subsetting, for instance, will be based
on conventional predicates applied to multidimensional
arrays (e.g., start/stride/count subsampling) or filtering
on spatial/temporal ranges. Specialization of the abstract
model into domain-specific data types, in accordance
with ISO standards, will enable sophisticated data ser-
vices to be developed. For instance, it will be possible to
aggregate individual oceanographic profile data and ren-
der them as a vertical section through the ocean. In add-
ition, data quality information [ISO 19113, ISO 19114]

will be tailored as appropriate for different instrument
types (expanding significantly the current “missingVal-
ue” flag used for model data).

6 Conclusion

This paper has described scientific data discovery for
earth sciences data in the Earth System Grid and NERC
Data Grid. Requirements, use cases, and challenges due
to size, distribution of data, and poor annotations for
earth science data were discussed. Solutions implemented
by ESG included the ESG schema and discovery archi-
tecture. Metadata and search mechanisms for collections
of data were implemented that constitute an important
contribution to earth sciences data management. NDG
solutions also included data and metadata hosts linked
by services and a metadata schema that separates con-
cepts linked to provenance from those linked to data pro-
ductions. The use of Semantic Web technologies such as
ontologies has facilitated the development of the ESG
schema and opened the possibility of data interoperabil-
ity on a federated basis, starting with British collabora-
tion. The targeted community of users was also discussed
in the context of the SemanticWeb. One primary concern
was to enable these users to rapidly access, search, and
retrieve binary datasets from very large archives.
The Semantic Web efforts have highlighted the need

for interoperability based on content, and to this end
tools are now being offered. It may bring to projects like
ESG a more flexible approach for designing schemas with
relationships, extensibility, and interoperability. In par-
ticular, a more expressive (although limited) language
such as RDF is beginning to emerge in Grid commu-
nities. Methods for partial mappings and ontology rec-
onciliation using pieces of common, small ontologies al-
ready exist and could be adapted for Grid purposes. The
Earth System Grid provides the Semantic Web with test-
ing grounds illustrating the complexity and magnitude
of some scientific data problems. Interdisciplinary col-
laborations and the number of participants in scientific
projects will only increase. The Semantic Web’s focus
on mechanisms for sharing information based on con-
tent, and tools for handling these complex tasks, may
bring a measure of relief to current impasses in scien-
tific Grids. New developments in Web service standards
(the addition of RDF tokens to a WSDL service de-
scription, for instance) will enable orchestration of Web
and Grid services in a semantically intelligent manner.
NDG and ESG continue to follow Semantic Grid devel-
opments [28] and will investigate potential as resources
allow.
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